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Visual Overlays

How can Magnetic Dry Erase Overlays
save you time and reduce costs?

If you are like most companies, you start with...a ruler, dry
erase markers and a few peel & stick letters and numbers.
These boards typically look unprofessional, lack credibility
and require a great deal of time to create. Overlays from
Visual Workplace make your boards look professional
without all of the hassle of hand-made graphics with dry
erase board magnetic or adhesive overlays.

Our team of designers can assist you with your design,
or you can simply send us an excel document with your
ideas. We will create a design that fits your application!
Overlays allow the use of existing magnetic dry erase
boards in your facility. When changes happen,
REPLACE the overlay, NOT the dry erase board.

Measure it. Manage it!
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Production Boards
Accountability Boards
Directory Signs
Actual to Goal Projects
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Maintenance Plans
Kaizen Projects
5 Why’s
Improvement Plans
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A3 Projects
Safety Goals
Calendars
Cleaning Schedules
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Cost Reduction Tracking
Sales Targets
Product Launch Boards
Visual Problem Solving Charts
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Visual Overlays

Free Customization

Visual Overlays are available in Magnetic and Non-Magnetic options.
No minimum order quantities and available in multiple and custom sizes.
Custom – add company logos, adjust the colors and fonts to mirror company branding.
Print any image or graphic. Don’t settle for a message that almost works! Get your message designed by our team.

Customer Favorites:

Custom Designs

Let us help you with your project today!
Our goal is to make your experience extraordinary. Our
mission is to provide you with the highest quality products,
services and expertise that will keep you coming back!

Visit our website for additional overlay ideas.
Contact Sales for a PRODUCT DEMO, SAMPLES OR QUOTE

Visualize. Improve. Sustain.
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